Let N 3 be the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group whose underlying manifold is R 3 and whose group multiplication is (£, t)(ri, z) = (£ + 17, t -f-z 4-l A(yu -xv)) where £ = (x, y), r\ = (u, v) G R 2 and t, z G R. Every a G GL 2 (/*) defines an automorphism of N 3 by the rule a(£, f) = (a|, det a • 0-Let A be the subgroup of GL 2 (R) which maps the integer lattice T of A^3 onto itself. 
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Each H n is R-invariant, the multiplicity of R restricted to H n is \n\ and Ta// W = H n . We restrict for convenience our attention to To restricted to H n , n > 1. Let L denote the left regular representation of N 3 .
Let co = (° j J). Then Tooö,, ~ 0 n is the space of w-degree "theta functions" in H n of period / (see [1] Up to unit multiple a* and g ->g° are uniquely determined by requiring the following.
(a) co* = k/n~lnXe 2ni( ' lc ' n) ), 0<j,k<n. g -* g^ is uniquely determined by requiring (R^) w = R _ t (? w ).
(b) For T = (**),
and g -* g T = g ° r.
THEOREM 3. 1er a E A. 7%ere exisfs (1) a unitary operatorg-+g° ofH n0 , (2) an orthonormal basis a ; -, 0 < ƒ < n -1 o/ C", (3) characters x ; -, 0 < ƒ < ft -1 satisfying Tctj(g) ° a = xfp)Taff) foraIlgeH n0 .
Clearly //" = S^T^ VCLJ is a decomposition into R-invariant and irreducible subspaces which are a-invariant.
